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inent fitness to be thus generally applied, there would be more 
vacant educational offices throughout the country than ever glad· 
dened the greedy eyes of a party of ~victorious spoilsmen after 
an election. It is, indeed, a pity that this sturdy style of manly 
independence is so sadly wanting among teachers. It is humili-
ating and disgraceful that they are so frequently disposed to sub· 
mit tamely to the "insolence of office" and the indignity of "su-
Rervision" on the part of those whose crowning characteristics 
are ignorance of the educational problerp. and the ability to in-
trigue themselves into places which they are unfit to fill. 
Sp' long as teachers will act the part of lackeys or toadies to 
that incarnation of official insolence and incapacity, the average 
sctlOol board, they will have little good reas·.lD either to expe~t 
or ask the consideration due to true manhood or womanhood. 
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Editorial. 
W, HJi;N the office of SliP erin ten dent of Public St:hools was es-' . tablished .in the city of Boston, twenty·seven years ago, 
the names of several candidates were'presented' for consideration. 
Many of the gentlemen were quite distinguished in their respec· 
Itive walks of life. Their principal disqualification appeared to 
be, however, that they kJ;.lew little or nothing, practically, of the 
:schools, or of the duties they would be expected to perform. 
.. ~mong them was an ex·governor who had been a good State ex· 
ecutive so far as wek now, arld who, as we can positively declare 
frompersonal observation, could deliver a good extempore speech. 
This gift is too frequently assumed as evidence that its possessor 
is "fit for alrspots and crises." Many a man has been elected to 
high office in this country who has possessed scarcely any other 
qualification. There are scores of such in our national Congres~ 
to·day who, however, are almost wholly destitute of practical tal-
ent. In the cll$e of the Boston school superintendency this gift 
'did not prove to be the passport to place and power, simply be· 
cause a real educator had the independence and manliness to de· 
clare that in case any non-educational person should be chosen 
to supervise hIs work 'he would retire· from the service of the 
schools. This mild yet firm prdtest Was enough. The ex·gov· 
ernors, lawyers, clergymen, doctors; and other dignitaries were 
summarUy dropped and the final result Was drat the supervision 
ot the schools was placed in the hands of (Jne who knew some-
thini abOut them. Were the test 'gf actual qualifications and em-
of that sort of business. Other communities have caught this in· 
fection of stupidity. Some have ·even struck out a more brilliant 
idea, which is to put up incarnate imag~s" and "men o( straw" 
as the nominal leaders while the immaculate boards undertake to 
deal with the details of internal administratien as foreign tt) their 
knowl<~dge and experience as the delicate machienry of, a chro~ 
nometer to the crude conceptions of. a cross· roads blacksmith. 
Such plans of administration are masterly illustrations of the , 
"how not do it" that would be tolerated in and by no other pro-
fession or calling within the range of hum~·activi~ies. 
Is anyone disposed to ask why there is so much waste, why . 
there ' are such unprofitable and unsatisfactory results in educa· , 
tion? This is one explanation. We cannot sow tares and ex-
pect to reap wheat. We cannot plantthoms and exPect to.gath-
er grapes from the bushes. We c.-mnot clothe ignorance, inexpe-
rience, and assumption with the delicate duties of school admin. 
istration and then expect to reali"ze the results of intelligent and 
and well·di:rected labor. We C!1nnot tum over tlie management 
of these great interests to intriguing politicians and then expect 
our schools to graduate patrotic, high-minded, and worthy citi-
zens. Here is the root of all the evils that afflict our system 
of education, so far as we are able to say that we haVe a system. 
It is idle to throw the blame upon the teachex:s alone; lncompe-
tent and unworthy boards can scarcely do otherwise than repro-
,duce this incompetency in the selection of teachers and superin-
tendents. Here is where the work of reform must begin. There 
must be tests of qualification for school officers as well as of teach- . 
ers. The men who cannot rise above t~e instincts and the meth. 
ods of tho mete pdlitician should no more be intrusted With the 
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inte'rests of education than William M. Tweed or Jay Gould 
should be intrusted with the key of the national treasury. The 
- men whose desires, motives, and plans of action are not based 
upon character, merit, and fitness as the sole tests of qualifica-
tions for educational service are unworthy of any place of ·trust 
and responsibility in that service, whether it be in the school 
board, the superintendency, or the class room. 
It is high time .that we begin to recognize these principles and 
to act upon them, for they l~ at the basis of all real success in 
our system of education. So, too, they are in exact harmony 
with the theory of our system of government. And that govern-
ment can be purified and rendered in the highest degree efficient 
and just, only by purifying our education, since it is_a govern-
ment of the people and for.the people. Let us insist then upon 
the cardinal principle that adequate tests of qualification shall be 
applied for every place of responsibility in the educational ser-
vice. . Let us inscribe on our banners the mottoes, "Educational 
Men for Educational Offices;" "Special Preparation, Merit, 
Character, and Fitness alone the sole Tests;" "Tenure of Office 
Contingent only upon the Character of the Service R~ndered ;" 
"A.dequate, · Prompt, and Just ~ompensation according to the 
Grade of Service;" "No Proscription, no Arbitrary or Irrespon-
· sible Exercise of rower, no Nepotism, no Favoritism.". To this 
complexion we· must come at last if we expect to realize those 
grand results for which the nation suffers and waits. They can 
be reached only by an uprising of the masses of those who are 
set apart to the work of educating the people, inspired by the 
grandeur and m..agnitude of that work, resolved that they will 
take it into their gwn hands and make themselves equal to 'its 
vast responsibilities, Let brave men and women come to the 
front.. Let incompetents and toadies get to the rear! .A. great 
cause can never be led by serviles and cowards. 
. The educational convention 'held at Atlanta, Ga., in February 
has heretofore been alluded to in these columns. It was one of 
the most remarkable gatherings of the kind ever held in the 
South. It is indeed significant of an edu~tional uprising. The 
several State Superintendents,. as we learn from Gen. Eaton, pro-
pose to continue the work begun by the convention, the leading 
object of which was to second the effort to secure national aid to 
education. To t~is end Superintendent Henderson of Kentucky 
has drawn up a memorial to Congress and sent three copies for 
circulation to each county school commissioner in' the state, 
a~companied with a s~ng appeal for prompt action in. obtaining 
SIgnatures and forwardIng the memorials to Washington. Su-
perintendent Orr, of Georgia, expects to visit Washington in the 
interest of this important movement. A bill has been agreed up-
on 1,>y the committee on education of the House of Representa-
tives favorable to giving national aid. Our advices are that 
there is a feeling in behalf of the bill, and if the educational 
sentiment of the country shall make itself felt as it ought to do, 
sOlllething may be effected during the present session of Con:-
· gress. 
diffusing information in respect to schools and school systems?" 
What higher or more appropriate duty devolves upon the repre-
sentatives of a free people? Suppose the honorable bodies at 
Washington talk less, print leSs buncombe speeches, and domore: 
for the real benefit of a suffering country, by printing these reo. 
ports that are crowded with information of the highest value. It: 
is difficult to understand how men can be so insensible to tlie' 
claims of that which makes and preserves a good constitution and 
a free popular government. 
"We hope the next meeting of the National Educational As-
sociation will be held in Philadelphia. Personal preference and! 
personal convenience must give way to time and place, so as to· 
ensure a large enthusiastic and successful meeting. Holding it 
at Philadelphia we think we will secure all this."-Am. Journal: 
of Education, St. Louis. 
We heartily join with the Journalin the expression of this; 
hope. The Association had its birth in the City of Brotherly 
Love just twenty-one years ago. It should celebrate its majority -
at the place of its birth. It 4as never met the second time at: 
anyone locality.. The invitation to Philadelphia by Superinten-
dent Wickersham was most cordial, and the promise of a hearty 
welcome by the teachers of the Keystone State was equally sin-
cere. When Pennsylvania moves in a matter of this kind, she-
does nothing by h .. llves. We trust there will be but one senti-
ment in the Executive Committee as to the eminent fitness of, this. 
suggestion. On to Philadelphia. 
THE OLD AND THE NEW.-II. 
Supt. H. F. HARR.INGTON, New Bedford, Mass. 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 
. I HAVE narrated the circumstances under which the old-time- . 
primary schools performed their work. I come now to de-
scribe the work itself . 
READING-SPELLING. How was reading taught? The facul-
ties through which nature first develops the mental powers are-
the perceptions. Therefore in teaching little children, the pri-
mary agencies of instruction, as far as possible, should be visible 
things. Their intelligence is to be appealed to~ systematically, 
through the senses. The concrete object must precede its ab-
stract symbol, the WOld; and not a step should be taken without 
associating sound with sense. 
But what was the practice? The firSt step was to force the 
alphabet into the scholars' heads through unintelligent and in-
terminable iteration; the next to instruct them to combine the 
letters in words, and spell and pronounce those words, with the 
names of the letters alone for guides. 
Who does not instantly appreciate that this course is arbitrary 
and irrational? Who does not see that since the names of the 
letters are not always suggestive of their soutuis, the use of the 
names in spelling and pronouncing must prove a hindrance rath-
er than a help? Yet on and on, day after day and year after 
year, that arbitrary process was the only avenue through which,_ 
blindly and wearily, the scholars of primary schools were intro-
The Printing Committee of the House of Representatives are duced to the wmbols of thougltt. 
still hesitating about printing a sufficient number of copies of the When the next stage of. progress had been reached-the use ef 
Report of the B.lireau of Education for 1876 to supply the de- a text-book--one single book at a time, first the Primer, then in 
mand .. We wish.our ~ati.;mal legislators could rise to a p.ro'per succession, the First Reader, and the Second Reader, comprised 
· conce~tlOn of thelr ~UtIes to t~e people. What is more needed the whole ground traversed in the exercise of reading for several 
than hght,on. the subject ~f enhghtenment? How can Congress months. The contents of the books were doled out in daily por,:, 
do more for the people Wlth 10 slight an ~xpendifufe, than' in I tions, as tasks, and long before either book had been finished in 
-----
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'this piecemeal way, everything interesting in its pages had been 
culled, and its words had become the dryest of dry bones. Noth-
ing more was furnished or indeed allowed, though so much of the 
school time was passed in absolute idleness. Among the defects 
of the old-time schools, this starveling limitation of the reading 
matter is the most astonishing. Its stupidity amounts to infatua-
tion. 
NUMBERS. The same unphilosophiCal method by which the 
:study of language was begun characterized the instruction in num-
lbers. The little beginners were taught the significant figures by 
name and symbol, with little or no illustr~tion through objects, 
. :and had to blunder along in most instances, until intelligence of 
the relations of numbers to each other and to material . things 
'dawned on them out of their mother wit. . 
, Thus it came about that the school room, which should be one 
.of the most delightful places in the world to little children, was 
'a dreary scene of daily recurring martyrdoms. 
THE NEW SYSTEM. 
IWhat is the reformed primary, school? How complete the 
'change! The arbitrary old-time methods .have been succeeded 
,by those which are true to nature ; th! p.erc~ptions .a;e ma~e t?e 
!primary vehicles of intelligence, .and obJectlv~ reahtl.es an m.dls-
Ipensable agency in connection With every subject of mstructlOn. 
!Moreover, that gross outrage is forbidden which condemns little 
.children to sit still with nothing to do, while the recitations are so 
ibrief as not to produce undue fatigue, and the intervals between 
tthem are occupied with various eic.ercises, judiciously altern a-
tted, which profit' while they please. Thus in place of th~ te-
.diotls rote work and idleness of the old system, we have the mmds 
(Elf the little ones aglow with elastic and joyous interest, busy 
'With the resource, gathered about them, and dehghted with the 
.conscious activity of capacity al1d power. 
READING AND SPELLING. The good .primary teacher begins 
!her instructions in language with words, not ll'lkrs, because the 
.child begins its use of language with words, and has acquired 
'quite 'a vocabulary of them before the notion of such a tliing as 
. a letter has entered its head; and the eye will just as readily take 
nn a word as a w!lOle-if of one syllable only-as it will a single 
fletter. The unit or starting point of language, indisputably, 
'is the word and not the letter; especially as the names of the 
netters express only a portion of their power or sounds. 
'The best proof of the correctness of this method is its success . 
At the period when the little ones, by the old method, were 
.drilling on a-b ab, e-b eb, they have acquired the knowledge ot 
.quite a list of words by the new, and perhaps are reading senten-
.ces in the Primer. I canno't delay to detail the various instrumen-
ltalities by which this instruction is accomplished. Objects, pic-
:tures, word cards, charts, blackboard, slates, are all brought into 
lI'equisition in such intelligent and engaging ways, that work 
.seems to the children to be play. 
When at a further point of progress it is desirable to analyze 
'Worqs into their elements, the actual dements are taught. These 
.are the sounds or powers of the letters, not their names, beca~se, 
:as has b.~en said, most of the letters have several powers. Spell-
ing, therefore, in the beginning, is phonic. The different pow-
ers of those letters which have more than one. power are indica-
t~d by definite marks; and thus an ability is acquired to pro-
iIl'Ounce with readiness unfamiliar words witli a clear a~d accu-
'Tate enunciation. This is one of the most effective of processes 
ltO secure clearness and distinctness of speech. 
. All the while the names of the letters ·remain untaught. By 
the thnethey are wanted tor use they are almost invariably known 
without the least direct attempt to teach them. The knowledge 
comes in inciden~al ways, without. con&cious effort . or even 
thought. 
At a still farther advance, instead of chaining the scholars 
down to the prescribed series of reading books and limiting their 
aquisitions to that narrow field, every moment not otherwise em-
ployed is occupied with interesting reading matter. A full and 
correct vocabulary can be collected only by intercourse with 
books; and TO READ MUCH, not merely in task work, to attain 
the power of good expression, but for the simple sake of read-
ing and the good that comes of it, of which good there is no al-
ternative means of attainment-is one of the most important ap-
plications of school time-ONE OF THE FOUNDATION PRINCIPLES 
. -OF THE BEST QUALITY OF SCHOOL WORK. 
NUMBERS. The same law of nature w}lich is followed in the 
processes of instruction in reading is adhered to in this connection, 
always the concrete first, the abstract afterward. Every step is 
thoroughly symbolized and illustrated. Sums, differences, mul-
tiples, and quotients are proved to be what they claim to be, by 
positive demonstration. Here, too, fruitful work is made to seem 
like play. 
THE NEW EXERCISES. What has been introduced to occupy 
the intervals which were formerly passed in idleness? Instead 
of the old fashioned bench or arm chair with nothing before it, 
every urchin has his well-shaped seat and desk, and a right 
busy use he makes of that desk. On his slate which rests 
upon it, he early . begins to copy words from the chart or 
blackboard, or to perform simple operations in numbers. He 
l'ractices making the elementary geometric forms--lines, paral. 
leis, angles. By and by, he copies sentences; he writes spelling 
lessons, and he draws more composite geometric forms. A far-
ther stage, and we find him indicting criginal compositions or 
describing pictures, with pen and paper as well as the slate, and 
successfully undertaking to draw quite elaborate figures combin-
ing the geometrical elements on which he has previously been en 
gaged . 
He has regular lessons in the science as well as the expression 
of music, genially adapted to his dawning capacity. He has 
exercises on the nomenclature and simpler definitions of elemen-
tary geometry, the forms of which he has ,practiced on his slate, 
and which has been abundantly proved to be more easy and 
p)easant to little children thin arithmetic. He has exercises, too, 
on the names and (listinctions of color, with which he will have 
so much to do ill after life, whatever may be his occupation. He 
has less.,ns in natural history, familiar and anecdotical·-and all 
these exercises are profusely illustrated by objects. The senses 
are made as nature makes ' them, the avenues to the mind. 
There are ~till other devices, to employ the unoccupied time 
of primary scholars. The intention is, that the eye, the ear, and 
the hand shall be systematically taught~the ear to discriminate 
with precision between different sounds; the eye between d·iffer-
ent forms, sizes, colors, and appearances; the hand between those 
differing qualities -of material things which come within the scope 
of the sense of touch j for these are foundation stones of a true 
education. 
And now I ask-in conclusion of this branch of my theme-
what is the mental condition of the scholar of the present day 
when he has passed through the primary grades, as compared 
with what it was under the old methods, at the same,nominal 
stage of p~ogress? How can .it be otherwise than greatly supe-
rior? Nothing has been sacrificed for the e~ercises which have 
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been added to the former list. On the contrary, the reading, 
spelling, and arithmetic of the old-time schools are carried as 
far and farther than before, and by -more genial and intelligent 
methods; while the new occupation sinlply utilizes the time that 
had been spent in idleness. III addition, the primarian can write 
a good fail' hand-a thing never attempted before in primary 
schools. He can frame and execute properly a simple composi-
tion, such as a letter to a ffiend, or a description of a picture, of 
- an object lesson or of personal experience, with the ser.tences 
properly divided, punctuated, and capitalized; which is far be-
yond what had been attempted before. He can draw quite cred-
itably in. forms combining straight and curved lines. He knows 
something of music, he is provided with a fund of suggestive 
ideas and facts, and his senses have been trained in the direction 
of prompt and accurate capacity. AnJ last, but not least of all, 
his' school ha~ been rendered attractive rather than irksome, his 
childhood has been brightened with sunshine, and his mind 
stored with happy memories. 
These are not ideal sketches. They are life pictures of exist-
ing schools; and those who are (;tmiliar with such schools, and 
moreover bear in recollection the miseries to which little children 
were .subjected in the old-time primary school, may well feel in-
dignant at the prejudice which is prompt to decry present things 
in comparison with those of the past. My next 'Paper will discuss 
the ·merits of existing grammar schools. 
THE SOURCES FROM WHICH PUBLIC LANDS' IN THE UNITED 
STATES HAVE BEEN DERIVED. 
J. L. PICKARD, Chicago. 
[First Pap_r.] 
IN Ibe preparation of these papers, I liave found great assislance in Ban· • croft's History of the United Stales, in tbe several reports o~ t?e Land 
Commissioner, especially the full Report of Hon. J. S. Wilsun in 1869, in Ben· 
ton". Tbirty Years' View, and in tbe excellent Resume of Educational Grants 
given by Gen. Eaton, U. S. Commissioner of Education, in his Report for 
- 1876• But to Gen. J. B. Leake, of Cbicago,.who has made an exhaustive 
study'of this subject, am I especially indebled for valuable hints aDd useful 
information. • . 
The earth i. the heritage of man. The sole condition is that he make it 
productive of whatever minister; to his need. He is entitled to possession so 
, long ns he complies with the condition, aDd until his holding more than he can 
cultivate interferes with the opportunity of another who is willing to make it 
productive. Beyond his pef30nal need he can act only as trustee for others. 
~n ,an organized capacity called government, man comes into possession of 
portioni of the eartb 10 be ,beld in 1ru, t for individuals of the organization. 
Possession implies owner;hip, ana the title may be transferred upon con· 
ditions fixed by governll!ent, provided only that the conditions accord with th~ 
best interests of buman society. l~ nomadic society, no special value is at· 
tached to the soil, and temporary occupancy is limited by tlie spontaneous pro. 
ductions of the earth. . 
But as the idea of home i. develope!! :lnd malL forms ·local attatchments, he 
applies bim' elf to the maintenance of a fixed re. idence. He d~ires to bold 
some title which sball secu;e 'bimself and. exclude bis neighbor. Still unused 
to-"cting for bimself, be is subject in this as in otber matters to the will of one 
whom he regards as sovereign, granting privileges and defending rights. Tlie 
sovereign possesses territory and lenses to hi. subjects. As power ·slips from 
the individual sovereign and i. vested in an association called government, and 
passes almost insensibly, into that form of go~ernment in which tbe subjects 
become joint sovereigns, the right of Public Domain is establisbed. Govern· 
ments own lands and dispose of them in accordance with their own .wills, 
with us lhe popular will. The rigbt of Domain rests upon one or more of sev· 
eral conditions. 1. Discovery. 2. Utilization of unoccupied lands. 3. Con· 
quest. 4. Treaty stipUlations. 5. Purchase • . 
Tbe territory embraced within tbe limits of tbe United States has been in 
possession of England, France, Spain, Russia, and in smaller parts, ' of other 
European nations. Their claims first rested . upon discovery. Tbeir relath:e ' 
- The uncertainty attendmg the western boundary of the Louisiana territory m~es ou.. 
amount a little doubtful! but the excess if any, should be added to the land acqulred ~ 
·Mexico, and the total wil be uncbau&ed: . 
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ward acquired in 1848 at the conclusion of the Mexican War gave to the Uni-
fed States 258,936,320 acres. In 1846, by settlement of the N. W. Boundary 
by treaty with England, there was an increase of 184,540,800 acres. During 
the administration of President Pierce, Minister Gadsden concluded a pur-
chase from Mexico of 29,142;400 acres. The purchase of Alaska added 369,-
529,600 acres. This itemized report must be in part the result of estimates, 
but as it differs not materially in amount from the figures given by the Land 
Commissioner in his report for 1876-77, I take his estimates in total, or 1,834-
724,856 acres. To this must be added the unknown area of certain islands in 
the Pacific ocea~ belonging to the United States, as Samoan Islands, Pitcairn's 
Island, and others. 
Of this vast domain nearly 1,131,O<?O,ooo acres remain unsurveyed. , 
DICTATION DRAWING. 
Prof. L. S. THOMPSON, Purdue University. 
L,ESSON XXVIII. 
PLACE a dot at the centre of the space to be used. Place another dot half an inch above the centre; another dot half an inch to the left of the up-
per one. Begin at the last dot made and draw straight lines as follows: to-
- ward the left one inch, downward one inch, right one inch, downward one 
inch, right one inch, upward one inch, right one inch, upward one inch, 
left one inch, upward one inch, left one inch, downward one inch to the place 
of beginning. 
R,marks.- The result of this lesson will be the outline of a Grt;ek Cross, 
so called, it is said, because it is the form frequently used by the Greek Church. 
Call attention to the fact that this cross has ,ts fGur arms of the same length. 
Half an inch or two inches may be used instead of one inch if either should 
be more convenient. 
LESSON XXIX. 
Place a dot at the centre of the space to be used. Place another dot one 
inch above the centre; another dot half an inch to. the left of the uppe~ one. 
Begin at the last dot made and draw straight hnes as follows: toward the left 
one incli, downward one inch, right one inch, downward two inches, right 
one inch, upward two inches, right one inch, upward one inch, left one inch, 
upward one inch, left one inch, downward one inch to the place of beginning. 
Rm,arks.~The result of this lesson is what is called a Latin Cross, because 
it is the form commorily used by Latin nations. Call attention to the fact that 
the lower arm is longer than the other three. 
LESSON XXX. 
Place dots as in Lesson XXVIII. Begin at the dot last made and draw 
straight lines as follows: toward the left one inch, upward one inch, right one 
inch, downward three inches, left one inch, upward one inch, right three 
inches, downward one inch, left one inch, upward three inches, right one inch, 
downward one inch, left two inches to the place of beginning. 
R,marks.-Th~ result of this lesson will be five squares arranged i~ the 
form of a quincunx. Any five forms or things arranged w,th one form at each 
corner and one at the centre of a square is called a quincunx. 
LESSON XXXI. ~ 
'Place a dot at the centre of the space to be used. Place another dot half an 
inch above the centre dot; another half an inch to the left of the centre; 
another. half an inch below the centre; agother half an inch to the right of the 
centre. Draw straight lines as follows: a straIght line from the upper dot to 
the left one; from the left dot to the lower one; from the lower dot to the right 
one; from the right-dot to the upper one. Place a dot ~alf an inch to the left 
the upper comer of. the square. Begin at this dot and draw straight lines as 
follows: toward the left half an inch, downward one inch, right half an inch, 
downward half an inch, right one inch, upward half an inch, right half an 
inch, upward one inch, left half an inch, upward half an inch, left one inch, 
downward half an inch to the place of beginning. 
R'lIlarks.-The central paft of this drawing is what is called an obli'lue 
s'l"are. When two ' sides of a square are horizontal and two vertical, ,t may 
be called an erect s'luare. 
LESSON XXXII. 
Draw an erect square, each side one i~ch. At the right upper' comer draw 
. a straight line upward one inch; an oblique line from the uPPer end of this 
line to the left upper corner of the square. At the right lower comer draw a 
straight line to the right one inch; an oblique line from the right end of this 
line to the right upper comer of the square. At the left lower comer draw a 
straight line downward one inch; an oblique line from fhe lower end of this 
line to the right lower comer of the square. At the left upper comer of the 
square draw a straight line toward fhe left one inch; an oblique line from 
the left end of this line to left lower comer' of the square. 
LESSON XXXIII. · 
Draw an erect square, each side one inch. At the left upper comer draw a 
straight line upward one inch; an oblique line from the upper end of this line 
to the right upper comer or" the square. At the right upper comer draw a 
straight line toward the right one inch; an oblique line from the right end 
of this line to the right lower comer of the square. At the right lower comer 
draw a straight line downward one inch; an oblique line from the lower end 
of this line to the left lower comer of the square. At the left lower corner 
draw a straght line toward the left one inch; an oblique line from the left end 
of this line to the left upper comer of the square. 
Remark"s.-The result of this lesson is the reverse of Lesson XXXII. 
Musical Departm~nt. 
. ---' 
Conducted by Prof. W. L. SMITH, E. S",DaW and Saginaw City, Mich. 
MENTAL DISCIPLINE AND MUSIC. 
AMONG the many arguments that may be adduced in favor of muSic re-ceiving more attention iit schools, one of the most important is that as a 
means of mental discipline it stands unequaled. Tliis arises from the fact 
that in reading music the closest attention, quickest perception, and con-
centration of active thought are required. This is owing to the many 
complex relations t hat notes bear to each other, as regards the length, 
pitch, power, and· quality of the sounds they represent, all calling into 
sh.nultaneous activity so many distinct ideas; while, unlike other subjects 
that are ' taught for purposes of mental culture, in which the great. ma-
jority of pupils must be driven, music, being so pleasant and attractive in its 
character, the child is naturally led, not jorced, into those habits which form 
the basis of all true k~owledge. What is the proper mission of our scbools ? 
Is it to make the brain of the child a literary lumber-room into which to crowd 
a great number of undige,ted' rules in "readin, 'ritin', and 'rithmetic," or is it 
the mental training that is the desirable end 10 vIew? The latter is, we think, 
the preferable one; [or, if the tender intellects are accustomed to habits of close 
attention, quick perception, logical thought and analysis, then will those studies 
which go to make up what is termed a practical education become more and 
more practically understood by the child, because of its ability to control its 
reasoning faculties. As Hon. H. S. Tarbell bas truly said: "If we distin-
guish between practical knowledge added to the mind and mental culture, we 
shall see how comparatively useles ; the practical knowledge is apart from the 
mental culture we fortunately gain by all our mental exercises. To be able to 
read is not of itself of much value; but tbe knowledge II!1d culture we may 
gain by reading may be vastly so. To write is nothing, unless we have 
thought to communicate. To be',able to compute makes us useful only as ad-
ding mnchines for others, unles. we are .able to determine the conditions of 
problems and have judgment as to the relations of things. '~ Without the com-
plete control of our merital faculties we are unable to take up and carry forward 
a careful course of reasoning on any impo nant subject; and for this reason 
many an excellent work in some department d scienbfic thought is often laid 
aside with dissatisfaction, because of our mentar ·deficiency. "But," says one, 
"if you are going to speak of science, we would ask what is its use ? Give UI 
common sense." Common·sense; so called, has often led into dark byways, 
while scientific thought and investigation has given light not only to individu-
als, but to entire nations and to the world. Common sense without science 
would' still have had our earth resting on the lortoise's baCk i but science proved 
the error, and has elevated our race from barbarians to intelligent bemg •• 
These are the times when scientific thought and investigation are required in 
every place on land and sea, on the railways and rivers, in the counting rooms 
and the factories, on the farms of the husbandmen and the worlishops of the 
mech~nics, at the desks of the teachers and in the offices of the lawyers, in 
the laboratories of the physicians and the studies of the clergymen; and at ilie 
firesides of all good men there must be an intellect able to seize and investi-
gate every useful subject, whether it belong to the world of science, of liter-
ature, of taste, or of morals. Any study, then, that will aid in "vi", to ' the 
greatest number of persons the best possible control of all their mental facul-
ties should not be treated indifferently by those who have charge of the educa-
tion of the young. To music we' accord such a power, and claim its ca.ndid 
consideration by every wide-awake and earnest educator. 
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CHICAGO, MARCH 2I, I878. 
THE STATES. 
" 
.MICHIGAN.-The Annual Report of the Public Schools of the State for the 
year ending Sept. 3, '77, being the first prepared by the Hon.H.S. Tarbell, 
present State Superintendent, has just been issued. It is a document of unusual 
mterest and value, and we sball notice it more fully hereafter. The cbief footings 
of ~tatistics are as follows: School districts, 5,945, against 5,834 the year be-
fore; . graded scbools. ~94:-decrease 9; ungraded scbools, 5,65O-increase 
119 ; teachen-m1le 3,778, female 9,212; average wages of former, $42.54 
per month-decrease, $5.95; of latter $27.45-decrease 83 cents; children 
of school age, 468,308-increase 8,500; attending public schools, 356,264 or 
a pencentage of 76-increase 11,168; average of montbs school mamtained .-. 
graded and high, 9.7, all kinds 7.4 ; school houses, 6,075-5tone 74, log 591, 
brick 766, frame4,644; sittings in the same 430,907-increase4,296; estima-
ted value with sires, $9,114,680 ; private and select scbools, 181-increase II ;. 
pupils in saJOe, 8.958-il!.crease 925; total resources of the puhlic schools for 
the year, $3,782,519.92-decrease, $285,281.76 ; bonded indebtedness of diS· tn~ts, $10484;52~.67-d.ecrease $74,°59.78; totat indebtedness $1,609,678.46; 
paid for townsblp supenotendenls' service<, $17,53'.39; for inspectors, .$6,009.-
61; vol.umes in tbe disrr[ct libraries 157,131; in tuwnship libraries 64,099, 
--It IS. announced that the ensuing year will probably include some radical 
changes 10 the organization of the University Law School. It is expected tbat 
the term will I.e lengthened to nine full months, beginning Oct. I, and closing 
the last of June . . If this project is carried out-additlonal professors will bave 
to be employed, and at least two or more assistants will become absolutely nec-
essary. Tbe senior and junior classes will be divided, eacb attending lectures 
at diff«ent hours. This will be necessary, because the present lecture-room, al. 
though seating Over 500 students, is much too small to accommodate all who at. 
tend. The probabIlities are that next year the incoming students will be required 
. to pass an examina~fon in the English branches, and will also' need to poss~ss a 
moderate knowledge of L,um. If this i. not carried out, the juniors will un-
doubtedly bave to pass an examination before entering the senior class. This 
examination will consl.t of a knowledge of Blacksione's Commentaries and 
Kent'. Commentaries, and of the lectures dehvered during the term. Such 
a cbange will be a marked one for the better.- ·-Assistant Prof. Pattengill, 
of the University, was married just before his departure for ~uTope to Miss 
Anni~ W: Ekin, a gradu~te of tbe Univer; i'Y in the class of 1876.--A lady 
. teachlDg ID the Fellto~ H.lgh School was recently brought into court on a charge 
of undue punisbment of a pupil witb a ruler. Af,er one adjournment, the 
complainant refused to appear, and one of the attorney; in presence of a large 
crowd, including many ladies, and amid great applause, pr~sented a first cla;s 
rawhide to the accused, who was then bidden to go in peace.--The Ypsi-
lanti School Board is passing througli a period of tribulation in securing the 
adjustment of losses in the fine scbool building burned last_ December. Only 
the losses on th~ laboratory and library have'so far been paid.--·The monthly 
repoD' of Supt. George, ofXalamazoo, for January, exhibits a total enrollment 
in tbe public scbools of 1,539, and an average attendance of 1.389. 32. !\liss 
Alice Everett has been appointed teacher Ot a primary department in the Lovel 
street school in place of Miss Emma Hall, resigned alld married. Tbe School 
Board refuses a grant of $10 for periodicals for tbe use of the normal training-
iog.class, and \lirects tbat no books from tbe'Public library shall be allowed to 
go into any house where they may be infected withl scarlet fever or diphtheria. 
--Supt. J . C. Jones, of East Saginaw, bas been visiting the Kalamazoo 
schools recently, especially tbe normal department, with:a yiew to tbe organi-
zation of ,! similar department in connection witb his own high school.--Mr. 
Chas. L. Baker, alupil in Prairie Ronde township: Kalamazoo county, -has 
been flned '20 an costs, or forty days in jail, for an assault upon his teacher, 
a Mr. Perry. After a short season in jail, the friends of the youth secured an 
appeal to a higher court, when he was released. It is not often that the tables 
are turned in this effective way, and n would be well if this example were 
made available elsewhere.--A teachets' Institute at Waconsta, January - 19, 
was addressed by State Superintend~nt Tarbell.--The Rev. M. V .• R.ork, 
pastor of a:n independent Methodist church at -Athens, ~oun county, w.ho 
was last year barred out of the regular Methodist ministry for heretical views, is 
also doing good service as Superintendent of the village schools.--Supt. Mc· 
Intyre, of Menominee, lately resigned, because the School Board of that place 
would not adeQuatelv sustain him in the enforcement of rules which he had 
ordained "with·[heir·advice and consent.u--D~vid McLaughlin, Esq" fonner 
Iy Supt. of Scliools for Muskegon county, and now Register of Deeds, and also 
Director of tbe Muskegon City Schools, brought a suit for libel against Orlando 
B. Curtis, of the Muskegon ChroniC/" who remains m charge of the paper 
pending its delivery to the recent purchasers as before noted in the WEEKLY. 
Tbere bas long been a feud between tbe parties, and Curtis, whose .hade trees 
in front of his house bad sbortly before been girdled and destroyed by some 
enemy, publicly insinuated that McLaughlin was the author or instigator of 
the deed. McLallgblin claimed damages at $5,000. The affair create~ a 
great eXCttement in Muskegon, but was amicably settled tbe next mormng 
without costs to either party. Curtis was formerly a teacller in various parts 
of the state.--Tbe long pending University cbancery suit has at last been 
decided by Judge Huntington, fiKing Douglas' liability at $1,275 and Rose's 
at $4,773 6"6. Eacb defendant is also required to pay interest on all funds in 
hand at the end of each fiscal year, wbich considerably increa;es the judg-
ment.--"Tbe Materialistic Conception of the World" is the title of a new 
book now being written by Rev. B. F. Cocker, D. D ., in connection with Dr. 
Beale of London. 
ILLINOIS.::-H. L _ BJltwocid, tbe accomplished principal of- the . Princeton 
Township High School, has resigned. This schoo.1 has won an env~able repu-
tation under his management. The people of Pnnceton and vlclmty have at 
their doors an institution in all respects equal to the highe. t grade of tbe old 
New England academy. Its graduates enter the best coUeges of the East 
unconditioned. And it must be remembered that to Mr. Boltwood IS due tbe 
credit, in very large .measure. His were the plans, and his the energy that 
has executed them. But who ever made a marked success of an enter-
prise without exciting the hostility of somebody? And so there is a faction .in 
Princeton that has arrayed itself in opposition t<;> Mr. Boltwood .. Certain 
cases of discipline having arisen, and tbe board havmg taken sucb actio~ m ,!,e 
premis~ as was not satisfactory to the principal, he at once tendered bls reslg· 
natIOn. Mr. Smith, one of his assi, tarits, has been appomted temporary prIU-
cipal. At the solicitation of the board, Mr. 1I0itwood consent7d to .take cbarge 
of tbe senior' class until the close of the year on the resignation of two 
members of the board. Three members of the board-a maJonty-will be 
elected in June. The result will be 10,!ked for witb interest by the s:bool 
men of the state.--Dr. Edwards, of Princeton, lectured to bls old fneqds 
and neighbors, on tbe evening of March 8, on "The Russians." He was 
cordially greeted by a large audience. He is well and happy, and as full oc. 
vigor as ever. There is sc~rcdy a township in .IIIinois tnat does, not ~on. 
tain somebody that holds hun!n grateful r.em~mbrance:--T. J. Loar has 
taught tor thirty·~ine months lD the same dtstnct 10 Llvmgston county. He 
takes charge of the Potosi school next year.--J ames R. ~loore, an old_ 
Normalite, was last month married to Miss Adaline Travls.--1 he I."t regul.." 
meettng of the Iroquois County Teachers' ASSOCIation was held at Chebanse the 
ninth ultimo. Exercises were conducted by E. B. Perry, L. S . Rowell, J. W. 
Payne, M. C. Wilcox, and the County Superintendent. Suitable resoluttons 
were passed respecting the death of S. W. Paisley. Rev. Brown, of Cbebanse, 
gave an eveninJl: lecture on the Subject of Education~ Tbe reverend gentle· 
man seems to have imbibed some of the current clencal educallollal hereSIes. 
Rarely has an event called forth so many expressions of ~egret as the death 
of tb~ noble-heaned Paisley. No tribute could be so slgmficant as the sor-
rowful regrets of his former pupils and patcons.--W. \v. Lockwood, of the 
Odell Schools, will enter the ranks of Journalism at the . close of tbe pres~~ 
year. Peru, Ind., is his future home.--Major DinWIddIe, of tbe U. S. 
Army, has been detailed to give instrv.ction m military mailer; to the stu· 
dents of the Industrial University. The Major's first move was to accept terms 
of capitulation from MISS Ella Kilpatrick, of Washington CIty. Mrs..Q. and 
her prisoner arrived at Cbampaign on the fir;t inst.--Pruf. ::.. H. Wbtte 
with characteristic energy is endeavoring to organize a summer v",C.lllon l~dus. 
trial scbool for boys, at Peoria.--The resignation of Dr. Wallace, pres,den.t 
of Monmouth College, is announced; cause, poor health.--Tbe Carmt 
graded school was organized last year. Two new and commodIOUS houses 
have !>een built, and the scbool now numbers five bundred and seventy, and 
employs a superintendent and nine assistants.-The teacbers at Hazel Green 
have an assOCIation that meets every Saturday. Tbey evidently mean_ busines;;. 
Supt. Brand, of Jo Daviess, reporu a school populati~n of IO,~4. 135 public 
scbools are sustamed, with an enrollment "Of 7,387. 1 be school !Ibranes have 
1,646 volum~. There.are 128 school houses, and the scbools cost $56,450 last 
year. Highest wages paid males is $120, and htgbest paid femal",: IS $50.-
Several teacber; ot Cumberland county signed a call lor an assoctallon to be 
held at Greenup, but when the day appointed arrived only two of the signers 
put in an appearance, and but a half dozen of others. However, an organiza-
tIOn was effected and a start made. The outlook may appear a little dishearten-
ing to the faithful few who came, but there is no reason for being discouraged. 
Small gatberings; conducted in an infor.nal JOanner witb a free interchange of 
veiws and experien~es, can be made more profitable lhan large ones con-
ducted as too many of them.are. We suggest to the friends to designate two 
or three tOpICS in advance and to discuss !nem fully and freely at these meet· 
ings. The asSociation will grow in interest and numbers in a ve<'f short time. 
--Hugh R. Edwards, of Sterling, brother of Dr. Edwards, 01 Pnnceton, 
succeeds J. E. Pillsbury in the Second Ward school in Peoria.--At a meet-
ing of the trustees of Jennings Seminary, at Aurora, held Feb. 27, Rev. Martin 
E. Cady, principal, was engaged for" term of ten years. The seminary is said 
to be iii a very flourishing condition.--Tbe closing exercises of the Cbicago 
Kindergarten Training School occurred' March 5, a class of five receiving ai-
- ~ 
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plomas.--Hadley Brothers & Co., of Chicago, well known among teac~ers 
and book-buyers, have lately got into financial trouble on account of questIon-
able representations made by the Hadley brothers to the other members of 
.firm, by which about $50,000 was obtained of them under false pretenses. 
Both of the Hadleys left the firm before the-disclosure. 
NEBRASKA.-A new semi-monthly paper called "Lit. &> Ed. Notd' hasre-
cently been started at Kearney, by Hon. L. B. Fifielrl, ~ne o~ the Regents of the 
State Universlty.--The new catalogue 01 the Umverslty for the calendar 
ear 1877 is just issued. It shows an enrollment of 244 students, and a faculty ~f 15 professor and teachers.--'fhe organization of a "Nebraska Sum.mer 
School of Science" has been perfected. Instructors, Profs. Aughey, Bailey, 
Wilber, and others. They will re.ndezvous at R~d Cloud about the first ?f.July, 
and spend the summer in explorlOg the Repub!lcan Valley .. InformatIOn can 
be obtained of Prof. G. E. Bailey, secretary, LlOc?ln.--Stlll another educ~­
tional journal has been born, Tlu School Bulld.n, at Fremont, Neb. It IS 
about one fourth as large as the lively journal published at ~yracuse,"!' . Y., 
under that name. In tbeoty these numerous Journals :<re tight, but III fact 
they are apt to be short lived, simply: because teachers wIll not give them the 
support which they deserve' from their hands. , . .. 
The next annual meeting of the Nebraska State Teachers ASSOCiation Will 
be hetd in Lincoln, commencing on Wednesday, March 27, 1878, at 2 o'.clock 
P. M., and continue until Friday noon ~fthe same week. Programme will be 
arranged and published as soon as pOSSible. Reduced rates at the hotels, and 
it is expected also on the railroads. . A.~. WILLlA~S. 
Chairman Executive Committee. 
OFFICE OF SUPT. OF PUB. INS. LINCOLN, NEB. 
Comparative Statistics of public schools for the years ending April 1st, 
,87". ,877. 
Counties reporting. . . . . 
Districts organized. . . . . 
Children between 5 and 21. .. 
Children enrolled in schools. 
No. of graded schools. . . . 
'No. of ungraded schools. . . 
31 61 
797 2,496. 
32,589 92,161 
12,7 19 56,774 
30 64 
536 2,43~ 
536 3,392 
70 98 
$28.16 $35-46 
33.72 31:80 
20,30 3.23 89,573·90 
13,034.96 98,459.39 
57,738.43 457,048.70 
163,930.84. 1,027,192.21 
nutric supstance. Q.-Describe the circulation of the blood, beginning with 
the arterial blood as it leaves the heart. A .-goes from the Hart to the Head " 
and in fact circulates through the whole sistem. Q. -Bound Texas; Rhode 
Island. A.-Texas Bounded on north Indian teritory, New mexico ari-
zona lower california west east missississipia and gulf of mexico south by cen-
tral a merica Pacific ocien Rhode island bounded on north by new Jersey on 
west new york east atlantic south by new york and Bay. Q.-Name and describe 
all the parts of a plant. A.-Stem Rote leaf Sead flower Juice bark, &c. 
Q.-N ame and describe all the parts of a flower. A .-collor, Smell or sent. 
Q.-Give an example of an annual; biennial; perennial. A.-yearly, semily, 
. quartily. Q.-Define specific gravity. A.-gravity is that which brings every-
thing to a: center. Q.-Into what two classes are the chemical elements 
divided? A.-in to mineral & vegitalle. Q.-What are the constituent ele-
ments of air? A.-Nitrate aCtd .carbolic Acid & others . . Q.-Name the 
"interior planets;" i. e ., those whose orbit is within the earth's orbit. 
.A.'-sun moon and some of the ~ars. Q.-Define the term physics. A.-
A term used for medicine that works on the bowels & clenzes the sistem." 
If the printer does these answers justice, the reader will be able to fairly esti-
mate one class of persons who come here expecting to be eagerly engaged to 
teach our Col.orado children. Some of them return whence they came; some 
get situations_as "mule jerkers; "some as donkey drivers in jack traillS. 
Talent finds its level.--Dr. Sewell delivered a characteristic speech 10 Den-
ver on the celebration of "Forefathers' Day" by the New Englanders. The 
Colorado Unive.';Sity starts out finely. "Long may it wave." 
. WISCONSIN.-The bill in the Legislature lookin~ to the prosecution by the 
Attorney General of Cornell University to test the titles of about 380,000 acres 
of lanli owned by that college in Wisconsin was indefinitely postponed;--
A large portion of the educational exhibit made by Wisconsin at the Centen-
nial in 1876 will be furnished for the Paris Exhibition. The very full exhibit 
of the Milwaukee publi'c schools will be included.--F. O. Burdick, who has 
this year had charge of the public schools at Geneva, has been obliged to leave 
hIS work for the remainder of the year, on account of feeble health-uover 
work," as his physician says.--The school law of Wisconsin which permits 
school district boards to purchase school text-books with money from th~ 
school fund seems to be regarded as an advantage to the boards, as they are 
one after another availing themselves of its privileges. Supt. Scaring, before 
leaving his office, stated that two hundred Ilnd sixty-seven districts in the state 
were reported to him as purchasing books under this law the year before, and 
that others were more recently reported as following their example. Of the 267 
reported as purchasing, 137 loaned the books fref', nnd the others either sold 
0.< rented the same. The satisfaction experienced by those boards which h!'ve 
so far adopted the plnn has served to render it still more popular, I>.S by It a 
Teachers employed. . . . . . - . . . . . 
Average number of days by each teacher. 
Average salaries of males. . . . . . 
Average salaries of temales. . . . . 
Apportioned from st~te tax.. . ' . . . 
Apportionment fr~m permanent fund. 
Paid teachers dunng year. . . . . . 
Total expenditures all purposes. . 
Total value of school property . ' . . 177,083.17 1,862,385.88 . 
uniformity may be secured for at least three years. The leading firms of school 
book publishers have been and still are actively at work making contracts 
with district boards to furnish a part or the whole of their publications at re-S. R. THOMPSON, State Supt. Pub. Ins. 
DEPARTM.ENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,} 
LINCOLN, NaB., Feb. 22,1878. 
T" the Cou"ty Superittte"de"t: . 
DEAR SIR : A state convention at county sUfcrintendents is ~creby called to meet a~ w;ny 
office in Lincoln ' on Monday. March 25. at:l 0 clock P. M. It IS expected that the session 
w llr continue tw~ days and adjourn at noon on Wednesday. the 27th, in time for tbe assem- . 
bling of the State Tea.chers' Association, which ,IS, expected to meet at 2 P. M . OD lhat d~y. 
l'be work of tIiis convention will naturally be diVided into two llaru. 
1. Ways and means of rendering the ad!Dinistration of the scboollaw morc efFective and 
popular especiaUy in regard to the follow!ng ; 
I. Ex~minadon of teachen. . 
2 Visiting schools.~ \ 3: Procuring and making reports~ . -
.. Managin, county and normal institutes. Ii. Needed amendments to the schoolla!'. .• 
The general revision of the statutes provlaed for by the last legls'ature wlll Include the 
school Jaw t and will affo~ an opportunity to re~ti.fy a number·of confticting and \"mbarrasa~ 
109 proviSions. It is beheved that a careful reVISion of the detal ls.of our school.law Without 
cholnging its genera~ plan or sl"-,cture,. may be m~de gread>:, to I.ncreasc it!\ cfl"ectlveness. 
and render its working much more satisfactory. 1hese details must be worked out In har~ 
mony with the results of expl!rience and careful observation by })C?:rsons f.milliar with the 
operations of our school sy&tem. Three points at least need especial attention: 
I. Division of district proper ty. -. . . . 
2. Care and manag~ment 01 ditilrict funds . . 
it ~~!;;«=J:~~b~:~h~!~~!:~h~~fdt~· a full attendance of 5upe~mtendents. The work 
of this COli Dty office is intricate, difficult, and important, and no· superintendent _who is able 
to attend can afi'..J rd to.mi ·s this 0pp'lrtunity to gain from the experience and oBservations of 
others that knowledge which will ena~le him to perform his duties with more satilfaction to 
himself and profit to the community. Superintendents of city schOOls and -pinclPals of 
~~~~t:~e~~do~ss a~~~~~~i~~~erii~~~~3e~~s~~~~nu~~h!~~:~~ei!iOonffiac~~ ~~i,ivi~!d to ~r:l~~d ':~d 
gi;~~~e fi~;c~tll~~ lb~~l:~:~t th~ thC~':=~ialce~nd the )Ietropolitan, will entertain 
delegates at $1. SO per day-(regular rates $l.St) . Other hotels will board for,l per day. 
The usual red.' ction of fare on railro~ds is secured. It is understood that the convention 
fr~~ ~:~nk~c~s:~r~~ d~=c~~~fia~~d ;t~~jt:c~~~~~::d~ ~ nS~~!~i~:~~~in:e;~:nd:',~~o:~te~dti~il:h~: 
_convention will please "notify the undersigned as soon as convenient. This convention or 
"insUlute" is called under the prOVIsions of section 9' of the school laws. is mtended to in~ 
elude all the counties in the state, and county superintendents will see that the law makes 
it their duty to attend. S. R ! THOMPSON, State Sup~. Pub. Ins. 
COLORADO.-To show what quality' of 'minds sometimes comes here 
-expecting to teoch us frontiersmen, we give below a few answers as they 
.appear in the papers .of a , candidate at a recent county examinalion. This 
candidate was fresh from east of the Mississippi, whither he has returned 
<Iisgusted with Colorado examinations. uQu-sHon.-How many terms and 
what grades of schools have you taught? Anr1U,r.-Three terms grade No. 
z ·and three comon: or country schools . . Q.--State your method of teaching 
.. eading to begmners. A.-By blackboard exorcizes. Q.-Write a sentence 
containing all parts of speech. A.-my friends a round me swiftly fall, & I 
am left here in meak. and lonly ness to dwell,> oh assist me at this dredfnl 
moment_ Q.-Define anatomy; hygiene. A_-The nature of animals_ A ' 
duced rates. The contract with Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co., made by the 
bo'!Xds at Portage and Fond du Lac, was mentioned by us two weeks ago. 
Since then we have learned that at Fond du Lac, A. S. Barnes & Co. have 
contracted to furnish the Independent Readers at the following prices : Spell-
er, 15 cents; First Reader, 15 cents; Second Reader, 29 cents; Third Reader, 
42 cents; Fourth Reader, 58 cents; Fifth Reader, 75 cents. To these prices 
ten per cent is added by the local dealer for "handling" the books. Other 
boards desiring to make like arrangements can procure the books on equally 
favorable terms. The Free High School at Mount Hope has also adopted 
the list published by A. S. Barnes & Co. 
MAINE.-Miss Emma R. Martin has done a good work at Monmouth.--
Senate passed the bill giving k.ooo to the Industrial School, and refused to 
abolish the mill tax by a vote of 5 to 24.--Gorham votes unanimously to ap-' 
propriate $15.000 for their new Normal School recently established by the 
Legislature.--A. P. Stone, formerly principal of the Portland High School, 
has declined to accept the position of Supervisor of the Boston schools.--
Dr. N. T. True has b~en lecturing at Presque Isle on his favorite theme-Ge-
ology.--Prof. F. E. C. Robbins closes his fifth year at Saccarappa \he pres-
ent term.--Houlton Academy is prospering finely under the direction of 
Rev. Mr. Knowlton.--Edward Little Institute is indulging in the dramatic 
business.--The Greely Institute opens its Spring term with a very lar~e at-
tendance.--Prof. Stacy of Bates College is Kiving readings at M~anic 
FaU<.--Prof. Charles H. Verrill, formerly of Auburn, is now principal of 
tbe Delaware Literary Institute, Delaware, N. J.--The Bales seniors have 
engaged Miss Annie Louise Cary for their commencement concert in June. 
--Auburn is to have a new bigh school building. \ • 
INDlANA.-H. B. Hill, school superintendent of Dearborn county, and su-
perintendent Carney, of Jennings county, have arranged for the holding of a 
convention of the school superintendents of Southern Indiana, embracing 
the following counties: Dearbon, Ohio, Switzerland, Jefferson, Scott, Clark, 
Flo) d, Harrison, Crawford, Orange, Washington, Martin, Lawrence, Jackson, . 
BrowJ;l, Monroe, Morgan, Johnson, Decatur, Bartholomew, Ripley, and Jen-
!lings, to be held in North Vernon, at City Hall, on Thursday and Friday, 
March 18 and 29. All arrangements are made, and an interesting as well as 
il.lstructive session will be had, which will promote the educational interests of 
these twenty-two counties and the state_ 
IowA.-Report for the month ending March I, 1878, of the Washington 
public schools: No. days taught, 20 ; enrollment, 628; average membersbip, 
597.6; average attendance, 578.7; days of abs~nce, 380.; cases of tardiness, 
4; not ahRent or tardy, 407; per cent of attendance, 96; per cent of punctu. 
wity,99.9. Has any town a better report? D. W. LEWIS, Sup!. 
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Practical Hints and Exercises; 
THE PYTHAGOREAN. 
,PROPOSITION.-(I-Iypothenuse)' =(Base) '+(Perpendicular)'. 
PROOF.-Constructing as above:-
(I) ABC=DHB==DGE=EFA= 01. 
- 2 
(2) ABDE=4ABC+CHGF. 
(3) CHGF=CHXCF=(b_l) (0-1)=b'-20I+/". 
(4) ABDE= 4 X bl +0'-201+1" =b'+I". 
- 2 (5) 1\'=0"+1". . 
I. Can the sidea of a right.angled triangle be consecutive whole numbers 7 
Let the sides be a, a+I, a+2; then- . . 
(7 a l -2a+I=4 (61 al +(a+I)'=(a+2)'. 
(8 a-I=±2. 
(9 a=30r-l. 
(10) 3,4.5. or -1.0. I. are the only consecutive numbers which will 
satisfy' the question. 
II. Can base and perpendicular be consecutive whole numbers 7 
Denote tbem by a and a+l; then-
(II) a'+(a+I)'=k'. 
(12) a ±V(2k'-I)--I. 
2 
(13) k=l. 5. 29. 169.985.5741, etc. 
(14) k"+,+I=64"-k"_, 
This gives the series of triangles. 
I. 
2. 
3· 
4 .. 
5· 
6. 
7· 
b. I. k. 
, -I, 0, 1. 
3. 4, 5· 
20, 21, 29. 
119, 120, 16g. 
696, 6g7, 985. 
40 59. 4060, 5741. 
23660, 23661, 33461. 
etc., etc., etc., 
Laws for the series 6 and p can be deduced. but they are complicated: 
III., Can hypothenuse and either leg be consecutive whole numbers 7'-
Denote them by a+I, and a; then- . ' 
. (15) 1'+a'=(a+I)'. 
(16) 1=±V(2iJ+I). 
(17) a=o, 4. 12, 24. 40.60.84. etc. 
The law of this series IS evident; and from it we get the triangles-
6. 1>. k. -
I . -I, 0, I. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
3· 5, 12, la. 
4· 7, 24, 25. 
5· 9, 40, 41. 
6. II, 60, 61. 
7· 13, 84, 85. 
. etc., - etc., etc. 
The law of deriving I and k from 6 is evident. 
IV. Can hypothenuse and either leg differ hy 2 7 
Denote them by a+2 and a; then-
(18) lI+a l =(a+2)1. 
(19) 1=±V(44+4). 
(20) a=0,3, IS, 35, ~3. 99, 143, etc. 
The law of this series is easily found. It gives the triangles-
6. I . k. 
I. ±2, 0, 2 ; 
2. 4. 3. 5· 
3· 8, IS, 17· 
4· 12, 35, 37· 
5. 16. 63. 65· 
6. 20. 99, 101. 
7· 24. 143. 145· 
etc., etc., etc. 
The law of b and that by which I and" are derived from 6 are quite evident. 
V. Can tbe hypothenuse be the double of either leg 7 
Denoting them by 2a and a. we have 
(21) 1' +a'=44'. 
(22) . 1=±aV3. 
The other leg cannot be a whole number. 
VI. (23) Can o'+p"=k' be solved in whole num'bers 7 
(24) o'-k"=-p'. ' 
(25) ("+k) (6-k)=-I"1 Transposing, factoring. and dividing. 
(26) o+k X o- k =_1. 
I I 
Assume 
(28) 
,,+k=~ and 
I 71 
o-k= .. 
I ". 
Combining (27) and (28). 
(29) . ~=m'-n' and 
p 2mn -
k _ m'+n' p-21im' 
Whence 
(31) 0=",' _n" ; 1=2m,,; h=m'+"'. . 
Any whole number assumed for m and" will make b, P. and" enbre. 
VII. The formula, a_(a+")'-(a-~)' . . . 
4" 'is a valuable one 10 lookmg 
In it 44" must be a square. Re.arranging it, for right.triangular numbers. 
we get-
(33) (a+n)'=44n+(a-.. )'. . ., . 
Any integral val~es of a and .. makmg 4a" a squa~e, WIll g1Ve us the SIdes 
of a right.triangle 10 whole numbers. From (33) It IS easy also to find three 
sImple fractions such that the square of the greater is equal to the sum of the 
squares of the other two. 
VIII. From solid geometry we get this analogue of the Pythagorean: 
In lIlt r"langular Itlrahtaron lIlt s'luart of Iht numbtr tXlrusing 1M arta 
of Iht fact oplosilt Iht lrirte/a"gular lritaral;s t'lual 10 Iht sum of lIlt s'luarts 
of In. "umotrs rtfJrtsmling lilt artas of Iht ollttr Inrit facts. 
Constructing and notating as above-
(34) 2(ABC)=ABXCD. . 
35~ 2~AVB)=ABXDV. (36 2 AVC)=AVXCV 
(37 2 BVC)=BVXCV. 
Squaring (34). . (38) 4 times the square of ABC=lhe square of AB mto th~ square 
of CD=the square of AV+the square of BV mto the 
square of DV+the square of CV=the square of A.V into 
the square of CV+the square of BV into the square of CV 
+the square of A V+the square of BV into the square of 
DV=the square of AV into the square of CV+th~ square 
of BV into the square of CV +tl:te square of AB IOto the 
square of DV=4 times the square of AVC+4 tim<!i.the 
square of BVC+4 times the square of A VB. 
Dividin& by 4, 
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(39) the square of ABC=the square of A VC+the square of BVC 
+the square of A VB. 
JOHN M. RICHARDSON. 
Sulphur Springs, Ttxas. 
LANGUAGE LESSONS. 
Supt. A. G. SMITH, Perrysburg, Ohio. 
ONE of t~e first acq~irements of the child is language. T~e ~rst effort of his dawnmg reason IS an effort to speak. But as he finds It difficult to make 
pis first simple wants known, so, as he grows older--even to manaoud, he is 
continually in want of language to express his ideas. 
It will probably not be denied that the power of ready communication is one 
of the greatest blessings heaven has granted to man. It will also be readily 
admitted that language can be greatly improved hy cultivation. And yet this 
important acquirement has been very sadly neglected in our schools. Weary 
routine, parrot-like book work, dry drudgery over meaningless sentences, 
problems, and pages of map questjons have made school life a meaningless toil 
to many. With all the practical common sense that is attrihuted to Americans, 
the most illogical methods have been pursued in teaching our children. That 
these methods, that we have clung to so long, should be giving way very fast 
before the spirit of research and improvement characteristic of our age, is not 
surprising. The only thing that astonishes u; is that we could have clung to 
these practices so long, -that the better way was not sooner found out. 
This study of language is one of the things that we have most neglected. 
And it seems strange that we should, when it is the prime necessity to every 
one of us. But it has been thought that education meant something uncom. 
mon; that the unknown and' the abstract were alone worthy of receiving the 
time and attention of the school room. With the child's_ school life should 
begin his drill in the use of language. As soon as he knows a word he· should 
·be required to practice writing it. As 800n as he can write three or four words 
he shonld commence writing sentences. From sentences he advances to simple 
compositions. By constant practice upon every step, his knowledge of words 
and sentences will be greatly I\cilitated, and his ability 0 use them will be 
increased fourfold before the fifth year of school life is reached. I think there 
is no question but writing i. equal in importance with reading. I do not ~ean 
the writing of copies, but the writing of familiar words and combining them 
into original sentences and these into a simple narrative. Writing down one's 
ideas, no matter how simple, utilizing the knowledge already possessed, is the 
surest way to perfect one's attainments, and acquire more. 
A systematic course of language work should be begun in the very lowest 
grade, and be as carefully and faithfully carried on through au subsequent 
grades as reading or arithmetic. Let the pupil write just what he is able to 
write, whether it be a single word or a page. . During the first and second 
years the copying of lessons may be largely allowed; after tliis original com-
position should be more and more required, using as subjects things of every 
day life, familiar objects, animals, plants, etc. The faculties of observation 
and descnption will, by this means, . be rapidly developed, and composition 
writing, which haS been considered the dread . of school life, will become its 
most pleasurable exercise, an~ be performed with ease and accuracy. Careful 
and judicious criticism must be constantly made; attention to capitalizing, 
punctuatlon, and the·construction of sentences should be re<tuired in every ex-
ercise. In ~orrecting faults i.t is not enough to simply.say I"isis wrong; nor 
is it best for the teacher to take the slate or paper and make the necessary cor-
rections. When you point ollt a mistake, be sure that the pupil knows why it 
is wrong, and have hil;' corrul it himst/f, then and there. 
With pupils in the lower. grades it will be found most conveDlent and ad. 
vantageous to have them write theit language lessons· on the blackboard, cor-
rect them, and then copy neatly into blank-books for preservation. Neatness is 
an important item, and should always be insisted on; for the cultivation of cor-
rect habits is not the least important of the teacher's duties. By thorough and 
careful training in this· manner we shall attain in reality what we theoretically 
study grammar for, the ability to write and speak the language correctly. 
RANDOM ~OTES. 
From a SeMolmasttr'I Evtryday-book. 
Prin. J. M. DE ARMOND. 
COMMON sense is an element i!l which many teachers are wanting. It implies mental capacity, good dnderstanding, correct reason, and sound 
pereeption, 
--Custom is a violent and treacherous schoolmistress. She, by little and lit· 
tie, slyly, and unperceived, slips in the foot of her authority, but having by this 
gentle and humble beginning, with the aid. of time, fixed and established it, 
she then unmasks a furious and tyrannical countenance, against which we have 
no more the power nor the courage. so much as to lift our eyes. -Montaignt. 
-There are two' 'ways in which teachers injure and ill.use the memory. 
They give it no variety in its work, or else they refuse all exercise whatever. 
The result, in either case, is not hard to determine. 
-Teachers are prone to imagme that their burdens arc peculiarly hen/. 
This is a fallacy. The more we know 01 the live; of others, and the more we '" 
learn of the experiences of others, the mor,e dd we learn th~ under the smooth 
surfaces of outward life lie deep cares and sad trials. We have but the strug-
gles that are incident to humanity. Our part is to eo forth wi~h earnest pur-
poses and manly hearts to do the duty that lie; nearest us. 
-Duty is something that is with us at all times. It rises with u; in the 
morning and goes to rest with us at night. V.ctor Hugo says: "Duty is an 
icy shadow." It is an ever-present shadow that goes with us to our schools 
and pictures itself to us in our homes. It leaves us only when the lamp of 
l;fe has gone out. 
-Ruskin says somewhere that people are always talking of courage ·and 
perseverance and fortitude. Patience is the finest and w->rthiest part of these, 
and much the rarest, too. You will find a dozen of peroevering teacher; to on~ 
patient one, but this one will do her work and enjoy it. . Patience is the hand 
maid of power and of pleasure. 
-The careful, consistent teacher encounters many drawbacks in the round 
of her daily duty, a~d it is often very ha~d to muster much enthusiasm over ' 
commonplace work. But it must be apparent to even a casual observer that 
the greater part of most lives is spent in what is at best mere drudgery. Or· 
dinary action constitutes the arena 01 most human endeavor. It is the strong, 
steady pull, the happy gift of persistence that accomplishes the I. sting results. 
HOW TO TEA~H GERMAN.-NO. XI. 
. By Dr. ZUR BRilcKE. 
ON THE USE OF WIE AND ALS. 
(A Development Lesson.) . 
WIE (bow) is used to indicate equality or similarity in regard to some in· ternal quality4 whether mental or physical; as, Er in so jkissig wit 
stin .orudtr, he is as industrious as his brother. Du Lilu isf. so wtiss wit dtr 
Sehn", the lily is as white as the snow. Sit bluhf wu tine Rost, ·she bios· 
soms like a rose. Dit To,hftr ist so gross wit dit Mutttr, the daughter is as 
large as the mother. Dtr Sohn ist so stark (strong) wit dtr Vattr, the son is 
as strong as the father. .Dtr linkt arm ist tbm so gross una lang wu dtr 
ru"tt, the left arm is just as large and long as the right. Dit lin!" Hand is 
ebm so "iibli,h wit du ruhtt, the left hand is just as useful as the right. 
Der linkt Fuss ist tbm so gross und nUtzli,h wu dtr ruhft, the left foot is just 
as large and useful as the right. Das lin!" Augt ist tbm so stark und 
niUzli," wit das ruhfe, the left eye is just as strong and useful as the right 
eye. Das linkt Ohr ist tbm so nUt.li," wu das rt,"tt, the left ear is just as 
usefnl as the right (one). 
Au (than) is used especially where inequality is indicated; Mtin Vattr ist 
vitlstarktr air i,h, my father is much stronger thlln I (aml. Das .oriJdtr'hm 
ist vul jiingtr und kltintr au stin S.chwtsttrchm, the little brother is much 
younger and smaller than his little sister. Das V4ttr,"tn ist alttr, grolstr, 
und sla,.!"r als dtr MUtttrdun, the (my) dear fllther is older, larger, and 
stronger than the (my) dear mother. Das .SMnc"tn ist no," jkissigtr au das 
T6"hftr,hm, the little son is still more· ·industrious than the little daughter ' 
Miine.!fand ist so wtie" wit dtint, my hand is as soft as yours. • 
Au (as) is used also to express equality with regard to degree or qu.antity; 
as, for exe,mple, (wie sum .otispul) " arbtittl so viti au ie", he works as 
'much as I (do). Er "at so viti Gttd au Itin .onld", he has as much money 
as his brother. . 
FURTHER EXAMPLES :-Du Handt d .. Knabm sind "ilrttr und groSStr 
aIs du H4""t d .. Mild,"tm, the boy's hands are harder and larger than the· 
girl's hands. Dit Filustt d .. Sohntl Ji"" wti,"tr 14"" kltintr au dit Handt 
dtf Vattrl, the hands of the son are ~ofter and smaller than the hands of the 
father. .Dit PUsst dtr M"'.ttr Ji"" tbtn so kltin wit die FUss. dtr Tochf", 
the feet of the mother are J.ust as sma!! as the feet of the daughter. Die 
Mull~ ul t6m 10 sta.rk w~ ~tr Vattr, mother . is just as strong as {ath ... 
, Ic" 6'n 16m III U"_,, fIIU du Mulltr, I am just as weak as Dlothcr. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
BACK NUMBERS of the WSBKLY, (rom one to twenty inclusive, will be furnished (or five cents each. All 
published since No. 20, ten ccnts each. Any who have ex· 
Ira copics of Nos . .. S or 56 will conrer a favor on u.'; by re· 
}~;~~nc\t~~;y so'%~u~l!d.xtend their subscription one week 
If notice is scnt us of n missing number immediately on 
receipt of the 110:1 number, we will mail it free. Always 
give the number of the paper, not the date. 
In ordering a change in the addres5 of your paper, always 
give the postoffice and stale from which you wish the ad. 
dress changed. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
'2.5° per year (So Nos.); $I .SO ~er volume (25 Nos.). In 
clubs of five, J2.25 and '1.35. In clubs of tCD, '2: .00 and 
'1.20 . Three months on trial, 60 cents. Sent to Public Li-
braries and Reading Rooms for .2.00 a year. PaymeDt in-
variably in advance. 
The last number paid (or by each subscriber is on the ad-
e~~~:~Jal~~ ' I:~'~cer~~f:~ isi1~:~!w~le~h~~o:hdo!3dt beu!iJ:: 
two WeeKI!> an advance. I 
Remittances &hould be sent by re,islercd letter draft or 
postoffice money order, payable to S. R. WUfCH':U. & Co. 
TERMS OF ADYERTISING. 
Pcr line, a~at~ measure, 10 cents each insertion. When a 
i~cp~a~'~~~:~~D::~r~:~~t:22~e~~t! ~t~~ . Special Notices, 
Special ra lefi for twelve, six, and three months' contracts. 
Orders from 5lran&erK must be paid monthly In advance da~:~r i:~~~.ld be received by Saturday noon, prevl?~s to 
~ Each advertising page of TNB EDUCATJONAL WBBKLV 
comains three columns, each column ten Inches and one 
illch fourteen lines. ' 
No advertisement will be inserted for less than one dollar 
Addrell all communications to ' 
S. R.'WINCHELL & Co" 
170 Hadison St., ChlcaKO. 
-Purchasers of musical instruments should visit 
the !'ummoth house of W. W. Kimball, whose ad-
vertisement appears in our columns this week for 
the lirst time. Mr. Kimball is one of the most ex-
tensive Plat'? and organ dealers in thS W cst, and 
has won a Wide reputation for fair and honorable 
dealing w ilh his customers. 
- The Chicago, Milwau~ee & St. Paul R'y Co. 
are about to .xtend their hne from Algona, Iowa, to 
yankton, a dtstance of ISo miles. The Iowa Leg-
'.l~ture has made a land grant of 300,000 acres 
adjacent to the l?roposed rome, and the corporation 
bave two year; 10 which to build the road. This 
Will probably he a paying investment for the rail-
road co~pany, and a great public convenience for 
p~ople III .the neighborhood of Chicago who may 
w!sh to VI~lt the fertile tracts lying contiguous to 
thIS new lme. 
, -We invite particular attention to the new ad. 
vertisement of N. E. Wood & Co. The charts and 
other supplit:S advertised by this firm have acquired 
such populanty tbroughout the West that unprinci-
ple.d , men, representing themselves as agents, have 
sohclted orders from scho~l officers without any au-
thority, and have .windled the credulous. M~rs. 
Wood & Co. wish to announce tliat they have no 
agents who are not so authorized under a notary 
seal: It behooves all to be sure they ase safe be. 
fore issuing an order for such goods. 
-We want a reliable, intelligent, and competent 
agent at every teaclJers' institute held in the U. S. 
between this date and the Millennium. Teach-
ers and superintendents are invited to communicate 
with uS on the subject. County supermtendents ase 
authorized to appoint such agents artheir discretion. 
We will pay a cash commiSliion which will make it 
profitable 101 anyone who will gather in the sub. 
"scripIions fer bolh the WEEKLY and the TEACHER, 
or we Will recei ve subscriptions at the lowest club 
rates, and p'y no cash commission, as may be pre-
ferred. I:.et us hear from oucb 'as will act for us. 
OPINIONS OF THE WEEK LV. 
Of educational periodicals, there is a 'choice in 
weekhes between tbe New Eng-land Jour"al tif 
Education ('3.00) and THE EDUCATIONAL WEEK-
,LY ('2.00). The lormer has the advantages of age, 
pre,lige, and official support; the latter of vigor, 
progressiveness, and genuine editorial lalent.-
School Bulleli". ' . 
Other educational papen come to 'our ' desk, but 
we think yours is the best of &11.-7. E. Wallace, 
0la81, .la, 
The ~dtlcational W eelHY. 
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS. 
COMPOUND OXYGEN, Drs. Starkey and Palen, 
Philadelphia, Pa. _ 
HIGHLAND HALL, Edward P. Weston, High 
land Park, Ill. 
SMITH'S AMERICAN O!,GANS, W. W. Kimball, 
Chicago'. 
SUMMER SCHOOL OF DRAWING, L. S. Thomp-
son, Lafayette, Ind. ' ' , 
SANFORD'S INKS, Sanford Manufacturing Co., 
Chicago. 
ARITHMETICAL AND BUSINESS ME1'HOD CHARTS, 
N . E. Wood & Co., Chicago. 
SCHOOL HOOKS, John R. Anderson, New York 
City. 
OLD TESTAMENT WALL MAP OF PALESTINE, Lo-
gan D. Dameron, St. Louis, Mo. ' 
DETROIT EVENING NEWS, Detroit Mich. 
SAN,FORD'S INKS. 
OBERLIN, OHIO. MARCH 2, .878, 
&mford Manufacturiltr Co., CkicagIJ, Ill. 
GBNT1.BMBN :-1 am glad to recommend your' Cabinet 
Black Ink for Public School use. 
I find that it FLOWS FREELY-is BLACK when writ-
ten with, aDd that It tloel n Dt lose itl color ly /ruzinr-
main essentials (or a good school ink. 
The colored inks of your manufacture are also of sujerior ' 
quality. Yours truly, 
], S, KLINg. 
tf Teacher of Writing in Public Schools. 
SANFO'RD'S -INKS. 
• RIDPATH'S 
u. S. HISTORIES. 
• 
Endorsed as THE BEST by Educators everywller<. 
IOO,ooo Copies in Use. 
Teachers and School Officers are cordially invited to send 
for Specimen pagC5, Includin& samples of thc'Map5, Charts, 
Uiagra.Dl5, etc. . 
JONES BROTHERS & CO., Publishers, 
uaJ CHICAGO, PHILADELPHIA',CINCINNATI. 
ECLEflt~ATlONAL SERIES. 
FRESH, PROGRESSIVE, POPULAR. 
The Best Books at The Lowes't Pric.6 .. 
McGuffey's Readers 
Harvey's Readers 
, Ray.·s New Arithmetics 
- White 's Arithmetics 
Hqrvey's Grammars 
Holbrook's Grammars 
Eclectic Geographies 
Eclectic Penmanship 
Venable's U., S . History 
Thalheimer's Histories 
Norton's Philosophy 
Brown's Physiology Etc. 
A full line 'of New and Stanr!ard Text-Boon 
adapted to the use Schools of every Grade. 
YAN ANTWERP, 'BRAGG & CO., 
CINCINNATI AND NtW YORK. 
'THE 'tYPE /!!Rlt ER .... ~td by E. Reminll<>n 8< 
, - 1oDi! "U S_ SIftIIt, ........... oyu 
[Number 60 
The above cut represents the ne~ office of the Detroit 
Eflnj"r News. into which it removed with the opening of 
:!t~~~e:!J~~~re~ewnh~~~~:;~u:,ffi~edi~u~~e~VeU;t:t 8:~: 
ed in August, 1873, the Nnus had up to the date of its re-
moval, pnnted nearly eighteen million sheets .. consuming 
not less than .. 76 taos of white paper, or a pile a mile high-
each sheet being spread out its full size. The amount of 
::~dgt:~te:q~~lb~~h~~ir~~ ~~:~u~oI~r:~~hot~ i~:: 
each. About $13,000 was paid out last year for editorial 
work, and '10,000 more for type setting. The gross business 
of the concern for 1817 exceeded $85,000, thus evincing thc. 
popularity of the paper as well with advertisers as the read-
~~:re~~:!c;ff!d~id:r:c~ O!c:I~~a:e~~ .. ~o e~~~rIY ~~n~i:~ 
and newsboys, besides a large stafT of correspondents, the 
entire number of persons denving re~ular income directly 
from its publication reaching as high a"s 6,,0. These facts 
illustrate the magnitude o( the business which has been bUilt 
up i.l a little over four years. 
Wtth unsurpassed facilities, the pubhsherj DOW propose to 
redouble their exertions to make the .l!iJ~ninr News the 
model paper o( the Northwest. A new outfit of type will 
soon improve the mechanical appearance, and a new, and 
much faster press is also in the near future. notwith.stan~io, 
that the present machine has a capacity for upwards of 10,-
:lit~~~t~l~~pho~~;~, ~~ o~~t~~~:::ed ~f!t:nl~~~:r ~~:!f 
~~e~e~rn:r;:e:Jidrsti~~~i shllth~r~s~I:;~ :d~~ej~~;:r~li~f 
which they are connected. A most interesting and readable 
shee t can therefore be promised for the ensumg year. All 
we ask of the public is Simply to try the paper for a week, a 
month or a quartu. 
N~,~~e~~rnn:~t:b;~ar~:~I:~~ Ii: c~~~ s~:;e wt:ek. EWh~~ 
it cannot be so secured it will be sent by mail, postage pre-
paid, at the following rates : Per year,'5 00: per quarter, 
'1 .25: per month."5 cents. 
The "want" advertisements on the third page of dic 
E ve.ing N,ws (orm the cheapest and most popular way of 
selling any kind of property or filling any sort of want. An 
advertisement of 15 WOlds or less i~ inserted five days (or SO 
cents. Fa rmers and merchants everywhere may avail them-
selvee of the advantage-; they offer. 
Address, i,n a~~itSEVENING NEWS, Detroil, Mich. 
OLD TESTAMENT 
W~4LL MAP 
OF PALESTINE. 
Especially designed to illustrate the 
Internat£onal Sunday School Lessons 
From January J to July I, 1878. 
COMPILED FROM THE BEST AUTHORITIES. 
THE ADVOCATE PUBLISHING HOUSE, 
Or to LOGAN D. DAMERON, Agent, 
uy 81. LoUIS, Mo. 
F OR TEACHERS AND SCHOOLS, Ef._ry A~6,..a aec:ordina to a 6111,,. W4J'. Price 80 COnti. 
... Addnu c;;. F, R. BELLOWS, YpallaAlI, Mich. -
